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TELESALES NEW PLATFORM
C L I E N T HP Inc.
YEAR

2017

TOOLS

UX UI Research Axure

7. Some telesales customers were businesses
that sometimes would have over a hundred
addresses. Agents needed to navigate
through them one click at a time, being
a very tedious process especially on the
phone with the client.

The HP telesales team

Design problem

had been using the same

Being a 20 year old platform that had never
received any modifications, the challenges were
many:

program to process customer
information and purchases
for almost 20 years.

1. Outdated design, not compliant with HP
brand.

8. Some agents work for more than one
country. E.G: a german or french speaker
agent could be answering a call from a
German/French customer or a swiss one.
They need to log out of the system in order
to change to the other country’s database.

2. Parts of the platform in desuse ad they no
longer were useful
3. Complicated flow, a lot of back and forward,
elements only visible in one page or related
information distributed in different parts of
the same page.

My Role
I was the UX and UI designer assigned to this
project. As an outsider to this part of the business, my job went from understanding the
platform, how everything connected together
and observing how telesales agents used it,
to wireframing, prototyping and providing the
final interface design.
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4. Unnecessary huge amount of scrolling for
very simple tasks.
5. Agents wanted to open all links in tabs.
6. Agents wanted a notepad on their main
screen as they would normally take small
notes in other programs.

New platform dashboard design
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Workflow
• Discussion with the business and agent
managers about the platform - excellent work
carried by the project manager Dennis de Vet,
who kept constant contact between the parts
and kept track on all goals and outcomes.
• I visit and interview the telesales agents
to see how they used the platform and gather
immediate feedback from their day to day.
• Wireframing the new structure of the
platform along with Dennis de Vet.

• First prototype and feedback with different
country agent managers and developers.
• Second prototype and final discussions with
Dennis de Vet.
• Design deliverables and documentation for
developers.

with autosuggestions, and a dropdown
with the 5 last used addresses.
8. The platform is currently about to be
implemented. Feedback after a couple
months is planned.

Result

9. The platform was designed to work in the
resolution (1366x768) all agents were using
on my visit to the telesales center.

1. Updated design following HP Store brand
guidelines.

Conclusion

2. Home dashboard from which the agents
would navigate to the different sections.
3. Every link from this dashboard would
always open in a new tab.
4. Dashboard includes a click-to-edit notepad
that minimizes the interaction of the agents
to enter ans store data.
5. The agents can choose what country they
want to work with from the dashboard
instead of login out to switch country.
6. The focus of the interactions is mostly
above the fold with very little scrolling.
7. The user’s address search was improved by
adding an input search based on the street

I normally face minor projects with a lot of
previous discussion within the HP Store. However this one was a whole platform not directly
involving HP customers’ interaction, but its
very own workers. It was really interesting
understanding its complexities and an amazing
opportunity to do everything from scratch.
Design decisions must align with the business
needs and sometimes that requires an extra
effort on both sides to really understand what
and why something is needed.
The interviews were key to get an in-depth and
detailed look into the real problems they faced
everyday with the interface. I couldn’t have
noticed that agents normally had an external
notepad open and their regular screen
resolution without visiting them.

TRAVEL APP PROTOTYPE
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C L I E N T Self project.
YEAR

2016

TOOLS

InVision UX UI Research Axure

Design problem

The end of 2015 started my

I realized that most travel apps gave me the
feeling of being slightly cluttered with lots of
options and menus. As an outsider, I was aware
that I would be missing insight of the real
problems and goals such companies deal with.
My focus was designing something a bit more
simple based on two user needs:

transformation from a print

1. Hotel and flight booking

designer to a UX designer.

2. Bookings management.

Visit prototype in Invision

Workflow
• Personas: First I defined two personas with
different budgets, goals and needs.
• User journey: I tried to see how they would
book a flight and an hotel through the app.
• Wireframing: based on that I started
wireframing on paper and then on Sketch.
• Moodboard: I took a look around to the
latest design trends and colors that I wanted.

I felt the need of creating a
project where I could put in
practice all the concepts I’d
learnt.

My Role
After extensively studying UX and UI for the
several months I started designing some app
prototypes. This one here was for a travel app.
From personas to final interactive prototype..

Persona design case 1

Persona 1 user journey
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Wireframing stage

Moodboard

•
UI design: I tried to create something easy,
where most of the info is right there so you
can change the parameters just by clicking on
them when you are on the listed results. Also, I
used some custom pictures for the cities and a
touch of color to keep it fresh while the general
sense is still light and clear.
•

Prototype on InVision (play with it!)

Conclusion
Since it was a made-up project I didn’t face day
to day business problems. But this also gave
me the freedom to design my ideal booking
proccess. Along the way I realized how much
work it requires to do the whole thing, without
even counting testing. Thus, I endedn up
opting for only prototyping for the flight case.

Final design and live prototype

NEW SUPPLY FINDER SEARCH
C L I E N T HP STORE EMEA
YEAR

2017

TOOLS

UX UI Axure

HP Store EMEA wanted to
align their search tool for
supplies after the Americas
region made their own redesign.

Original HP Store EMEA Supply Finder

Design problem
1. Outdated design and structure.

My Role
In this project there were 2 teams involved: the
online printing business based in Geneva, and
the design team based in Barcelona. All work
was done remotely. On the design team we had
the Content & Structure Lead, the Design Lead
and myself as UX designer.

2. There was a section to suggest products to
the customer based on previous searches/
purchases. The business wanted to
increase the number of suggestions and
apply it not only to ink, but to the rest of
supplies categories.
3. Increase the banner space to 2 with full
mobile compatibility. This space was only
present in the Home page but missed in
the rest of the experience.

New HP Store US Supply Finder

4. Marketing content was filling a big part of
the Home page and making it cluttered. It
was also interfering with the search bar.
5. The search bar had 3 tabs to search by
product number, ink number or printer
model. Users needed to click on the right
one to get proper search suggestions and
results. This was easily missed.
6. If user didn’t select a suggested result, the
search would not get results and would
display an error message.
7. The results page would only display some
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products based on highest performance
and cheapest price, but never a whole list
of compatible products unless user looked
for a specific SKU.
8. There was not an error page, since the
search bar made mandatory to choose one
of the suggested options.

Workflow
• The Content & Structure Lead had several
conversations with the business side to
understand the needs and brief the designers
about it.

• A couple months of A/B testing are
planned in one country to detect possible
improvements and fixes that will then be
applied to all countries in the full version.

Result
The project is still being implemented and
tested.
1. Fresher interface with last design
guidelines applied.
2. The home page displays up to 8 suggested
families of products in 4 category tabs.
The business will have control of some,

the countries over the rest so they have
freedom to promote, except for one
coming from cookies information.
3. The home now displays 2 offer banners
working on mobile that can also be
accesible through the results pages.
4. Marketing content has been separated into
a bottom bar from the content on the page
to keep user focus.
5. Unified search bar that automatically
detects the type of request (product
number, product family or printer).

• The design team was page by page
discussing and creating different solutions.
• Solutions were reviewed with the business
team, finding other things to change and
improve.
• Once the desktop version was approved
and closed, the process followed the same
scheme for the mobile version. The discussion
was focussed on the way to display the filters,
naturally different due to the reduced real
estate on mobile.
• Design was provided and the business
side created a BRD for the dev team who is
currently developing the tool.

Wireframe for the new home page on desktop

Mockup for new results page on mobile
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6. Autosuggestion doesn’t interfere with the
freedom of the user anymore.
7. Result pages have 2 modes:
8. The default one shows the products
grouped by type of cartridge, shorted
based on the business criteria.
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10. A 404 page has been included providing
help to the user regarding the different
products he could be looking for and where
to find their codes.
11. Inclusion of a new product category:
cartridges heads.

9. The filtered list, displaying all products,
giving several options to filter and order the
content to the user.

Marketing content passed to the bottom footer to avoid content interference but keep SEO relevance on the page.

Conclusion
Both business and design were pretty happy
with the final product since many business and
UX problems were detected and solved, even
some that we were not initially detected.
This was a very long project, it took us around 5
months . We learn 3 big lessons:
One, that meetings can be very productive
and beautiful ideas can come up when
different parts of the business are involved and
motivated to create something with the user in
the core.
Two, that being such a long project, the
business side had time to re-think certain
matters considered closed or include new
insights, making the design to go back instead
of advance forward. For upcoming projects the
design team stablished to keep closed already
discussed topics and only admiting them to
discussion after a first version is implemented,
so we can be gathering quality AB testing data
while we work on the improvements.
Three, due to the previous point, we were
working modifying high fidelity prototypes
done in Axure, taking a lot of time due to the
complexity of the interactions. There will be
only one final high-fi protype and the rest will
be worked in a simpler way with Photoshop
screens that allow simple interactions on Axure
for easier and faster iteration.

HP STORE NEW CHECKOUT
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C L I E N T HP STORE EMEA
YEAR

2016 - 2017

TOOLS

UX UI QA

As I entered HP Store there
was an on-going project for
renewing their checkout
which had been the same
since almost the beginning.

My Role
The project was led by my manager who got
me on board as UX and UI designer.
We will be the ones proposing changes on that
matter, carrying discussions with the developers and testing the new experience. Data analysis was done by the UX manager and l focused
on everything else.

New e-voucher

New cart items

Design problem

Workflow

1. Outdated look and feel

By the time I joined the project it was very advanced so I’ll only explain the workflow since I
worked on it.

2. Long flow with high risk of losing
conversion along the way
3. Plenty of areas to improve regarding user
interaction
4. Lack of a library space for new designs
5. Mobile experience is a new important focus
and needs to be improved.

• Gathering all the designs and flows done by
the UX lead and create a library on Evernote.
• Completing missing parts of the design
taking the library as reference
• Understanding the need of the developers
and the complexities of the process to serve
different types of accounts and customers
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• Testing with other teams and gather
feedback.
• Making improvements and testing again
with the teams.
• Running two rounds of thorough QA in a
live server to test implementation.
• Bug solving and test live with a very
small amount of traffic in one of the busiest
countries.
•

Data gathering (current state).

Result & conclusion
The nature of my work carries jumping from
one type of task to the other several times a
day as many projects are moving at the same
time. The checkout renewal is naturally a long
one and I’ve been on and off working on it as
the developers would move forward. That being
said, as the project advanced there were new
subjects to improve or to align with that initially
were out of the scope or were not going to be
renewed yet making the project to be longer,
e.g. renewing the registration for new users
from the checkout process.
A big challenge has been renewing the look
and feel since it will set the bases for the redesign of the rest of the site. I needed to really
understand the usage of UI elements designed
by the UX lead in order to maintain a coherent view on the areas I needed to design and
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sometimes create myself new elements from
scratch.
Always taking into account that the site deals
with 7 different languages so space is important regarding long-worded languages like
German or French.
That carried some other decisions regarding
interactions that were on me and sometimes
would mean convincing developers why they
are better for the user.
E.g.: regarding items that can have a Carepack
package. For the developers, if the Carepack
was added from the cart, it should be added to
the bottom of the list, while from an UX standpoint it should be clearly visually associated
to the item it’s attached to displaying it right
below it, as last on the list is confusing to the
user since it has lost the reference.
Working hand by hand with the developers
showed me how important is to clearly understand all the different flows for all the different
users, as they might have different needs

Events and errors top bar types

(a business user is not the same as a customer
user and information and fields will adapt).
Also, unlike the rest of the site this part will be
fully responsive. We needed to be careful on
what parts we should leave out of the mobile
experience to not overload the user’s screen
with information. We carried a lot of testing
checking that everything was behaving correctly and nothing was missing (e.g.: For one test,
the main CTA to proceed with the purchase was
missing due to a CSS error).
I’ve learnt so much on attention to detail from
the extensive hours of QA on this project. How
important it is to try to break the process,
going back and forward, trying to imitate user’s
conduct, changing information, being hesitant
instead of very strait-forward as we tent to think
people shops.
I am excited to get the recordings of real people interacting with the new experience and
see how else to improve it.

FAQ PAGES IMPROVEMENTS
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C L I E N T HP Store EMEA
YEAR

2017

TOOLS

UX UI Research Axure

The HP business support

My Role

team is in charge of

I entered the project as the UX and UI designer.
My first time approaching to the FAQ structure.

maintaining the content of
the local FAQs for the EMEA

Design problem

region. There was a concern

1. No feedback is being collected in the FAQ
pages.

about a misalignment with

2. Some content was outdated and needed a
review.

the information in this pages
and what the user was

3. No visuals are supporting the instructions
related to orders and account information.
The business consideres it necessary.

looking for.

Workflow
• The business support team takes one
country among EMEA as a test case to review
the content and structure of the FAQ pages.
• I am asked to review ifthis changes make
sense from an UX stand point and I provide
my feedback. I list many questions about the
nature of the feedback tool.

• Business and myself review this proposals
together and apply some changes.
•

Designs are delivered.

• Development implements the changes (in
progress).
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Result
The business had a very straightforward idea
about gathering feedback for the quality of the
articles, just using a yes/no question and then
displaying a thank you message.
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were intersted on displaying the amount of
people that answered that question in that particular article, but they considered that might
influence the audience, so it was discarded.

I realized that there was a big lack of information on the way we could gather valuable data.
To solve that I explain that a direct binary question would need to include other elements in
order to be more that just a number, (quantitive
vs quality data) that could even not be a faithful
representation of what users really thought.

Another topic I was concerned about was
related to returning visitors, if we wanted to
use a cookie to store the rating of an article on
the user’s browser, to avoid fake positives. Or
to even give the possibility to edit their opinion
after some updates on the article.
Finally, I found a middle ground approach to be
more straightforward and still get some qualitative info from quantitative data.

I researched many websites’ FAQ pages and
consulted different sources.
I gathered several questions to get a clearer
picture of what could work for them like if they

To the question “Did you find this information
useful”, the user could pick “Yes” or “No”. If the
answer was “No”, a dropdown would appear
with several reasons that covered the two main

Mockup showing user interaction when not finding useful an article.

causes plus an extra: ‘Other’. If user selected
this one, then an Input box would open to user
could send more feedback about it.
For the problem of the visuals, we understood
the reason behind it. It makes so much sense to the eye of the user to get a screenshot
highlighting the content. However, the number
of screenshots was around 6 or more and they
needed to be localized for every other country
(8x6=48 screens minimum).
For a big online business, the priority doesn’t
tend to be on a good maintenance of the FAQs
page, but on higher impact areas of the site.
Thus, in order to avoid inconsistencies through
time regarding content and design between
the screenshots and the website, we discarded
the visuals. Instead, we put the focus on the
typography.

Conclusion
Online businesses want and need to move fast
(and faster). In this case, the request to include
a “simple yes/no question” initially seemed a
fairly simple.
Regarding the visuals to guide user through
more complicated actions, I believed it was a
good idea, but in this case the agility and capacity of the business to maintain the content was
prioritized.

BLACK FRIDAY 2016
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C L I E N T HP Store EMEA
YEAR

2016

TOOLS

Photoshop HTML CSS

Black Friday is the biggest

My Role

campaign of the year for

The same month I joined HP Store I was asked
to do some proposals for the Black Friday
campaign and became its main designer for the
whole EMEA region.

many brands -even bigger
than Christmas- and HP is
not an exception.

Requirements
•
•
•
•

Beautiful
Impactful
Simple
Innovative

Design
While researching I saw mostly a black background with one key color standing out - normally red. However they looked very plain to
me. I always loved natural elements and photography as part of a campaign, I wanted to
bring some analog element into a digital campaign. I first thought about some powder and
dust exploding but most of the times the assets
I could find were too colorful for the theme.
At some point I found some beautiful black ink
drops falling in water which fit very naturally
with the HP Printing business and gave it a go.
With the help of my manager we played with an
HP red color, capital letters and some square
blocks to give the message a higher impact and
break the organic shapes of the ink as a nice
contrast.
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Workflow

Banner

I was very new to the job so I essentially did
not know how anything worked yet in so many
ways. In order to deliver I would need to learn
most of the things on the go.

for the

•

Previous HP Store campaigns research

•

Competition research

•

First ideas presentation to manager

•

Idea selection and first work on the concept

production
campaign

• Understanding website limitations and
possibilities
• Offer landing website design: background,
product blocks, CSS styling...
•

First mockup by developers.

• Presentation to the business and countries
for feedback
• Iteration on design and the development
including feedback
•

Home page design from the landing page

•

Template creation for multiple assets

• Template application for all assets along
with the design team: emails, affiliate banners
for 8 EMEA countries.

Problem solving
Process & expectations
I joined HP in August, a low-activity time for
campaigns so I had no idea how the process
of a big campaign was in any way inside the
design team and the company. I had to learn
to ask many questions and to be always thinking on them before a meeting so I could get all
doubts solved at once if possible.
Many questions got to me along the way, especially one coming from developers: how does
this work on mobile.
HTML structure
The website has several pre-developed blocks

to display content. As much as a developer
could explained me about them it was not until
I experimented with them my self for some
hours that I truly understood their limitations
and possibilities that would allow me to design
the offer page and how each of the products
would look like.
Background size
In the beginning the ink was going through the
mosaics but it was discarded by the limitations
we had and also because it was not necessary
and could be using necessary space for the
offers.
When the decision to keep the ink on the background came, I had to design it in a way where
it could be nicely compressed without loosing
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too much quality. The risk of using a photographic element so rich in grey colors made
the background heavier. In order to preserve
the good performance of the site correctly we
had to sacrifice a bit of its quality.

the different countries.
Initially the campaign was going to be displayed
on EMEA only - already taking of billions of

people - but it ended up being applied in more
countries so I could consider myself pretty satisfied with the result.

Localizations: languages & messaging
Dealing with 8 different stores and 7 languages tough me a lot very quickly. I had to keep in
mind that germanic or roman languages tend
to use longer words than what I could write on
an English template. Every country had a way
to express an offer, so I learnt that for a big
campaign you must design for multiple cases
and offers, as there is rarely a standard offer
for all countries.
Designing hundreds of affiliate and email banners, tough me patience and perseverance.
Sometimes, changes will happen and I learnt to
not blaming the requester, but to be humble
and try to provide help and the best service
I could to our Stores in such a delicate campaign.

Conclusion
Black Friday was definitely the most challenging
way to start working for the company. As the
biggest campaign of the year I learnt everything around campaign process and production all at once. I did my best to deliver and
adapt high quality designs working hand-byhand with developers and people involved on

Cyber Monday design for Italy’s homepage

Black Friday Netherlands Landing page

GALLERY

Desktop version

PRODUCT PAGE

Mobile version
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Desktop version

PRODUCT FAMILY PAGE

Mobile version

GALLERY

GALLERY

OFFER BANNERS
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